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She is currently completing her bachelor’s degree in Fashion Styling at Istituto Marangoni, Milan, 
Italy. Living in a city synonymous with Glamour, Fashion, Art and above all Energy, she believes 
that creativity is the central source of meaning in our lives and the pivot of our existence.

Reflection on Life- "Life is just a dream lucky you, lucky, lucky me!"

About inspiration - I believe art is cathartic & can provide therapeutic aid, I'm awe 
inspired by the magnificence of the Universe.

About culture - Culture in today's time is about the feeling of Kinship (Which is 
also a project I'm working on) it's a celebration of the bond we share as human 
beings, it explores the closeness, affinity and understanding of all the cultures 
of the world, and believes in the compatibility of all the cultures around the 
world, sprinkled with the philosophy of existentialism. 

About style-  Style is an existential necessity that elevates out creative flair, Style 
unlike trend never fades. 
About fashion - Everything and everything around us is Fashion! 

About importance of education - No matter how cliche it may sound but Knowledge 
is the real power. It is empowering and the only key to live a fulfilled 
independent life. I believe in education and have done many free workshops 
on Digital Design & Style analysis in India. I'm also working on a project which 
aims educating the underprevlidged. ( you can feel free to contact me for further 
details)

About beauty - Beauty can be subjective & objective, I'm a fan of  Gillo Dorfles 
and I live by his quote regarding beauty " Every ambiguous, false, tearful, 
exaggeration brings about that typically itsch attitude which could be defined as 
'sentimentality'

About travelling -  Travelling is all about the feeling of being in a state of constant 
departure while always arriving. 

About friendship - a wonderful feeling that I cherish the most

About love and relationships - I think self love and a tender relationship with one's 
own body and soul is most important.  

About hobby - Painting and cliff diving

About meaning of art in modern life - I feel I'm not yet entitled to answer such a deep 
& acataleptic question, Meaning & purpose of art, just like the meaning of Life & 
Universe cannot be comprehended, So just "Take your heart & make it into art"
About philosophy of lifestyle - I believe ' No act of kindness, no matter of small, is 
ever wasted' and try to live everyday to the feelest as they say in India 'Kal Ho Na 
Ho' (tomorrow may never come)

About nationalities and world globalization  - Here again I would like to quote my 
all time favorite comedian George Carlin-" I could never understand ethniv or 
national pride. Because to me pride should be reserved for something you achieve 
or attain on your own, not something that happens by accident.......So why 
the fuck would you be proud to be Irish, or proud to Italian, or American or 
anything?

About modern society - in the Fashion language, I would say that I can sense a kind 
of 50's Revival and futuristic 60's in 2017.  The millenial Youth is more idealistic 
rather than realistic. In politics we can notice a new ideology of the Left & Right 
wings have emerged & it's all about metamodernism, nationalism & idealism.(To 
be  precise)


